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Reviewer's report:

The reviewer is grateful for the revision. However, the details of radiotherapy should be precisely described.

Firstly, the target was irradiated with the "opposing anterior-posterior fields". Moreover, the description of "multiple beams" in line #93, page 7 is vague. How did she treated thereafter? Multiple (how many) static or arc radiotherapy? Anyway, you can say only a small amount of lung volume got away of irradiation. So, the authors should demonstrate the complete disappearance of "out-of-fields" metastases in the text and figure.

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
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Does the work include the necessary controls?
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Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
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Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
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